An investigation of die designs for tube drawing by =, =
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PROBLEM 3
AN INVESTIGATION OF DIE DESIGNS FOR TUBE DRAWING
1. OUTLINE OF PROBLEM
This problan was suggested to the Mathemati os+Lrr-Lndus tr-y Study Group by
Metal Manufacturers who produce, among other goods, a wide range of drawn
non-ferrous tubes. The process under i nves ti gati on was the drawi ng of pi pes
using a die and a plug. The basic setup is sketched in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Illustrating the geometry of tube drawing equipment.
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The problem has received considerable attention in the literature (see
for example Avitzur (1968, 1982), Durban (1980)). However, most authors
appear to use simple friction when modelling the shear stresses due to the die
and plug.
Because the interaction between the tube, the plug and the die is cru-
cial, it was decided to examine the role of the lubricant in the drawing pro-
cess.
2. THE K>DEL USED
Because of the constraints of the MISG and as the aim was to obtain qual-
itative rather than quantitative results, a one dimensional model was exam-
ined. In addition, it was ass uned that:
i , The tube is perfectly plastic.
ii. The die and plug are rigid.
11i. Hydrodynamic lubrication theory is valid between the tube and die and
between the tube and plug. In addition, the two lubrication layers were
aes uneo to have equal thickness.
iv. The position of the die is fixed.
However, as was pointed out in the discussion:
i. One dimensional models are inadequate for estimating the redundant work
and are unsui table unless the die angle is small.
11. Effects such as work hardening must be taken into account when consider-
ing the efficiency of drawing in tandem.
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i Li , The existence of a sufficiently thick layer of lubricant to sustain
hydrodynamic lubrication was questioned. It was also pointed out that if
such a layer did exist, the flow could well be non-Newtonian. The ques-
tion of layer thickness was not fully resol ved al though an order of mag-
nitude calculation based on a rough estimate of the quantity of lubricant
used did suggest that the layers were of the order of 10 microns.
iv. The lubrication layers will not be of equal thickness in general but this
can easi I y be i ncor por at ed i nt 0 t he model.
v. The floating plug case is of much more interest than the fixed plug case.
However, if the fixed plug can be solved for an arbitrary geometry, the
floating plug case can be expected to be solved fran this by determining
the di spl acement of the pI ug whi ch yi el ds zero net force on the pI ug.
In Figure 2 below we have indicated sane of the geometrical aspects of
the drawing process while Figure 3 shows sane of the stresses on the tube.
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Figure 2. Tube drawing geometry and the definition of variables.
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Figure 3. The stresses on the tube.
For equilibriun we require
.s, «2R + 2d
2
+ h Ih c)
dx , ,
- 2 P, (tan Cl - d,) (R + d2 + h) - 2 P2 (tan 8 - d2) (R + d2)
+ 21, (R + d2 + h) + 2 12 (R + d2)
In addition. lubrication theory yields (when h. Cl and 8 are small)
and
dPi Qi-dx - all (U d - -)
d~ i 1fR
1
i=' .2
(1)
( 2)
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where Qi is the flux in the i th lubrication layer. Furthermore, continuity
yi el ds
Vi ~ R(a)h(a)V/Rh, i=1 ,2. ( 4)
As is custanary for one dimensional models, we assune that the shear contri bu-
tion to the die pressure is small and that the principal stresses can be taken
to be
01 = 0 , O2 = -po
Then the yield condition in plane strain is
o + P = S = 1.15 Y
where Y is the yield stress. Thus,
( 5)
Finally, we have the geometric constraint
h + d1 + d2 = r + (tan ~ - tan a)x ( 6)
If we now assune that
" ,
R, h, R ,h «d, d ,
then equations (1-6) yield equations of the form
dp
f1 (p, dx' d, Q) = 0,
f (dp d,Q)-O,
2 dx'
and in order to solve these equations we need two auxiliary conditions. Fran
lubrication theory, we have
p - 0 when x c O,a (7)
while fran (5) and 0(0) o we obtain
p - S when x = O. ( 8)
Clearly (7) and (8) contradict each other which essentially reflects the fact
that the one dimensional plasticity model is not valid in a region near the
end points x = 0 and x = a (in contrast to this, lubrication theory is valid
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over the whol e regi on if the 1ayer th1 ckness is suff ici entl y large and the
flow is Newtonian). A possible remedy is to introduce elastic relief regions
in the nei gnbour hood of these poi nts.
However, in the interior of the interval, the one-dimensional model may
still g1ve sane useful insight. If, in equation (1), we assune that
h, d, tan a - tan e S R,
tan a, tan B » d',
we obtain
d dh
dx (ha) a -p dx + 2~U/d
which reduces, with the aid of (5), to
h dp = S ~ - 2~U/d.
dx dx
( 9)
On combining (9) and (3) we get
S dh - 2~U/d _ a~h (Ud - ~)
dx d3 1TR
which can be solved and yields a result of the form
d - d (x ,Q) •
Of course, Q is unknown but can in principle be measured. Such a measurement
woul d determi ne whether the 1ubri cati on 1ayer is suff i ci entl y 1arge.
In most applications of lubrication theory, the pressure is much larger
than the shear stress. We expect this is the case here also. Then (9) reduces
to
h ~ - S~dx dx
whi ch has the sol uti on
p - Slog (Ch(x»
As P "" S when x is small, this gi ves the approximation
p "" Slog (eh(x )/h(O»
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3. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The use of a one-dimensional model to investigate die design for tube
drawing is unsatisfactory fran several points of view. At best it is valid
only in the central part of the die. Because the geometry at the ends of the
di e wi11 pl ay a cr uci al rol e in determi ni ng the nat ure of the 1ubri cati on
layer, it is essential that these regions be modelled correctly. In addition
the one-dimensional model outlined is reasonable only for close pass drawing.
Where there are significant stress variations across the tube, there will be
considerable relati ve straining of the material in a cross-section. It would
seem worth investigating generating strainings where the stress state was as
uniform as possible across the section so as to reduce the amount of work har-
dening produced. A possi ble philosophy of design is as follows:
1. Calculate a surface traction distribution to minimize strain hardening.
2. Determine the lubrication layer thicknesses consistent with this loading.
3. Determine the die shapes which will give the best results.
Prof. Mahony and Dr Fowkes of the Uni versi ty of W.A. and Dr Coleman of
the University of Wollongong have indicated a willingness to pursue the prob-
lem.
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